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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the potential applicability of automatic

speech recognition (ASR) and 6 well-reported objective quality mea-

sures for the task of ranking intelligibility of speech degraded by

different real life background noises. In a recent investigation ASR

has been reported to give high subjective correlation with human as-

sessment when tested with various system degradations. This paper

extends this investigation in two directions. First, the usefulness of

the measures in the context of different real-life noises is considered.

Second, the direct correspondence between statistics computed by an

ASR system and human perceived intelligibility is assessed. Subjec-

tive listening tests are carried out to provide ground truth. Results

show that ASR and WSS (weighted spectral slope) are the only two

measures out of the seven considered to give good correlation with

human opinion. Specially noted is performance of ASR with corre-

lations ranging from 0.77 to 0.90.

Index Terms: speech intelligibility, objective quality measures, ASR

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech intelligibility assessment is an important topic in communi-

cation. The loss of intelligibility simply means that communication

does not exist. More emphasis has been placed on the more general

overall quality rather than specifically on intelligibility due possi-

bly to the explosion of commercial communication systems where

overall quality is important. This is reflected in the relative lack of

advances in the area of objective assessment specific to intelligibil-

ity.

The past 3 decades have witnessed significant research efforts

directed to the area of overall quality assessment. The early work of

Quackenbush et al [1] reported a thorough investigation of over 2000

variations of waveform-based and spectral-based objective quality

measures, including signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the Itakura-Saito

(IS) distance, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR), the weighted spectral

slope (WSS), the cepstral distance (CD) and among others. More re-

cent developments have followed a perceptual-based approach. Ex-

plicit models for some of the known attributes of human auditory

perception are incorporated into the quality assessors with the moti-

vation to create assessors that better mimic the human hearing sys-

tem. Such measures include the early Bark spectral distortion (BSD)

proposed by Wang in 1992 [2], its improved version, modified BSD

(MBSD) by Yang [3], Measuring Normalizing Blocks (MNB) by

Voran [4], and perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) by

Beerends et al [5]. All report good correlation with subjective results

over a large range of degradations. Of particular note is PESQ [6]

which was standardised as ITU-T Recommendation P.862 in 2002

and is widely acknowledged as the state-of-the-art.
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As mentioned, development in the specific area of intelligibil-

ssessment is relatively rather inactive compared to that of the

e general quality assessment. Early attempts date back to 1947

n Bell Labs developed the articulation index (AI) [7]. How-

, progress has become somewhat stagnant since the development

peech transmission index (STI) by Houtgast and Steeneken [8]

973 which is included in IEC standard 60268-16. Subsequent

ks evolved mainly around enhancement or simplification of STI.

ently, both Chernick et al [9] and Jiang et al [10] investigated

in this context with the DoD-CELP and G.729 codec respec-

ly. Promising results are reported. These findings in part provide

otivation for the work published recently by the current authors

ASSP 2006 [11]. The paper reports on the potential of the same

sures assessed here for the tasks of intelligibility assessment in

context of standard coding distortions with different system con-

ration. Experimental findings show that ASR emerges to be a

ble intelligibility estimator for the degradations considered.

This paper serves to extend the previously published work by (i)

stigating the usefulness of the measures in the context of additive

ground noise, and (ii) investigating the correspondence between

ous ASR statistics and human perceived intelligibility. The types

egradations considered are 8 different real life noises. The pa-

is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the objective

sures; Section 3 describes the experimental works including sub-

ve listening tests, followed by results and discussions in Section

d conclusions in Section 5.

2. OBJECTIVE MEASURES

of the measures considered span the evolution of objective qual-

ssessments from waveform-based to perceptualy-based measures.

measures have been reported at one time or another to give high

elation with human perceived quality under a large variety of

adations. ASR has not been widely used in the context of qual-

ntelligibility assessment, however, investigations have indicated

otential [9–11]. Note that in this section all correlations quoted

correlations with quality unless stated otherwise. In subsequent

ions the correlations are primarily with intelligibility.

Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SegSNR)

SNR is an improvement of the classical SNR. Signal-to-noise

(SNR) is determined from each frame after which an upper and

er threshold is set to replace frames with exceptionally high or

SNR. The quality estimate is then the average SNR from all

es. A correlation of 0.77 is reported by Quackenbush et al’s [1]

its application is limited to testing of waveform coder distortions.
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2.2. Cepstral Distance (CD)

CD is essentially the comparison of two smoothed spectra in the

cepstral domain. Kitawaki [12] observed that spectral envelope mea-

sures correspond better to subjective results than whole spectral mea-

sures; CD achieved a correlation of 0.87 and is strongly proposed as

an accurate quality estimator for low-bit rate coding systems and

other non-linear distortions alike.

2.3. Weighted Spectral Slope (WSS)

WSS by Klatt [13] is based on weighted differences between the

spectral slopes in each of 36 overlapping frequency bands with band-

widths analogous to that of critical bands. Its correlation at 0.74 is

the highest from Quackenbush et al’s [1] study. In the context of in-

telligibility, WSS scores well in [11] with a correlation of 0.83-0.87.

2.4. Measuring Normalising Blocks (MNB)

MNB was introduced by Voran [4] in 1995. It is somewhat dis-

tinctive from other perceptual-based measures in that it employs a

simple perceptual transformation module. A sophisticated cognition

module follows which consists of a hierarchy of measuring normal-

ising blocks for emulating human patterns of adaptation and reaction

to spectral deviations that span different time and frequency scales.

In [4] this measure is reported to outperform CD, BSD and ITU-T

Rec. P.861 (PSQM) with an average correlation coefficient of about

0.97 when tested on 219 different degradation conditions.

2.5. Modified Bark Spectral Distortion (MBSD)

MBSD [3] assumes that speech quality is directly related to speech

loudness. The measure transforms energies to Bark frequency do-

main where the Bark coefficients are then transformed to dB to model

perceived loudness. A masking threshold is incorporated where dis-

tortion below the threshold is excluded from the calculation. MBSD

gives correlation coefficient at 0.96 when tested on a modulated

noise reference unit(MNRU) and a large range of coding distortions.

2.6. Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ)

PESQ [5] compares two perceptually-transformed signals and gener-

ates a noise disturbance value to estimate the perceived speech qual-

ity. It was standardised as ITU-T Recommendation P.862 in 2001

replacing PSQM (ITU-T Rec. P.861). PESQ has an improved time-

alignment module which makes it more robust for use in real net-

works with varying delays. PESQ aims to give quality indications

which mimic the Mean Opinion Score (MOS).

2.7. Automatic Speech Recognizer (ASR)

The motivations for the use of ASR include: (i) the observation that

word recognition performed by ASR can be thought of as machine

intelligibility; (ii) the recent positive findings of Chernick et al [9],

Jiang et al [10] and Liu [11] that suggest a good correlation between

human intelligibility and machine recognition.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments presented here illustrate the potential of the 7 ob-

jective measures mentioned in Section 2. The performances of the

objective measures were judged by correlations between their esti-

mates and results from subjective listening tests.
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Database

subjective and objective tests were conducted using the TIDig-

atabase. The database has 11 words in its vocabulary, namely the

ts one to nine, ’oh’ and ’zero’. Though this database is not spe-

y designed for intelligibility assessment, it was chosen here first

provides a straightforward scoring process for subjective tests,

minimal influence from listeners’ vocabulary power, and sec-

because it is explicitly configured for ASR. The same database

used by Hicks et al [14] for ASR testing of speech intelligibility.

Degradations considered include 8 real life background noises

in the production of the Aurora 2 digit string corpus [15], namely

ort, babble (crowd of people), car, exhibition hall, restaurant,

t, subway (suburban train) and train station noises. They rep-

nt the most probable application scenarios for telecommunica-

terminals. 566 clean four-digits strings were selected from the

igits database and the noises were added to them using the stan-

noise addition software from ITU-T Rec, P.56 [16] at signal-

oise ratio ranging from -10dB to 0dB at 0.5dB interval. In total

e were 168 degradation conditions (8 noise types * 21 SNRs).

Subjective Tests

an listening tests were carried out to collect the ground truth

omparison with objective results. The interface of a system de-

ed to assist in the task is shown in Figure 1. The test required the

ners to key in digits heard. The ’?’ key was hit when a digit is

mprehensible while the ’????’ key (equivalent to hitting the ’?’

4 times) was for when the whole utterance is incomprehensible.

The subjective tests involved 5 untrained (naive) human subjects

24 to 55 with healthy listening ability. Every subject repeated

sts for each noise type, totalling 40 tests per subject. One test

ists of 21 test signals corrupted by the same noise type at SNRs

ing from -10dB to 0dB with 0.5dB interval, i.e. one test signal

SNR. The test signals were randomly chosen from respective

plete testsets. There was no repeating of test utterances either

in one test or across tests of the same noise type in order to

d the human subject from memorizing the test signals.

Three indicators have been devised to quantify the level of in-

gibility as indicated by the human subjects. The first indicator,

BJcorrect is simply the number of digits identified correctly.

second indicator, SUBJmiss is defined as digits lost regardless

s position in the test utterance. For instance, 3261 heard when

5 is played would incur only one SUBJmiss score. Lastly,

BJdunno is the number of unrecognisable digits, i.e. the num-

of ’?’ responses given. Both SUBJmiss and SUBJdunno are

gnition errors and are inverted to indicate intelligibility.

Objective Assessments

7 objective measures considered were SegSNR, CD, WSS, MNB,

SD, PESQ and ASR. The first six measures are based on an in-

ive approach in that a reference signal is needed in order to com-

intelligibility difference between the reference and test signal.

rences used were the corresponding clean, unprocessed signals.

does not require a corresponding reference signal. Instead a set

440 clean utterances were used to train the recogniser.

All measures with exception of ASR give one single indication

rms of either quantity of distortion or quality (assumed as intel-

ility in the context of this study). The ASR used here provides

main indications, namely word accuracy, ASRacc, and percent-



Fig. 1. Graphical user interface designed for subjective listening

tests.

age correct, ASR%correct

ASR%correct =
total − ASRsubst − ASRdel

total
(1)

ASRacc =
total − ASRsubst − ASRdel − ASRins

total
(2)

where total is the total digits under test and ASRins, ASRsubst

and ASRdel are insertion, substitution and deletion respectively ac-

cording to usual ASR terminology. All five ASR statistics (ASRacc,

ASR%correct, ASRsubst, ASRins and ASRdel) are investi-

gated for their correlation with the ground truth.

Intelligibility associated with a particular noise type is the mean

score across all 566 signals for every SNR averaged across all SNRs

considered, i.e. -10dB to 0dB. Those results given in terms of distor-

tion indication (WSS, CD, LLR, MBSD, ASRsubst, ASRins and

ASRdel) were inverted to indicate level of intelligibility.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Performances of the objective measures are presented in terms of the

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, r,

r =

P
n

i=1
(Xi − X)(Yi − Y )

(n − 1)SXSY

(3)

where X and Y are the subjective and objective scores, with means

X and Y , and standard deviation SX and SY respectively, while

n is the number of degradations considered. The coefficient ranges

from -1 to 1 with 1 being the highest-correlated to subjective scores

and vice-versa. Table 1 show the correlations computed using three

different subjective indicators.

Several observations can be made from Table 1. Primarily, ASR

and WSS appear to be the only measures that show reasonable posi-

tive correlations with human opinions. Three ASR statistics

(ASRacc, ASRsubst and ASRins) are the highest correlated with

correlation at 0.86, 0.88 and 0.80 respectively when averaged across

the 3 columns. This is followed by WSS at 0.56. Most other mea-

sures show negative correlations, demonstrating the outstanding po-

tential of WSS and ASR in predicting intelligibility ranking across

signals corrupted by different background noises. This is further il-

lustrated in Figure 2 where side-by-side comparisons can be made.

The noise types on the x-axis are ordered according to the subjec-

tive scores: babble noise (left most) is associated with the lowest

human intelligibility score while subway noise (right most) is the
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SUBJcorrect SUBJdunno SUBJmiss

SegSNR 0.18 0.20 0.22

CD -0.40 -0.41 -0.47

WSS 0.55 0.58 0.56

MNB -0.26 -0.40 -0.33

MBSD -0.64 -0.66 -0.62

PESQ -0.52 -0.62 -0.59

ASRacc 0.89 0.85 0.85

ASR%correct -0.46 -0.54 -0.52

ASRdel -0.83 -0.86 -0.83

ASRsubst 0.88 0.90 0.86

ASRins 0.77 0.82 0.80

le 1. Correlation coefficients of 7 different objective measures

g 3 different subjective indicators.

est. Figure 3 plots the same for scores of MNB, MBSD, and

Q. Most measures erroneously indicate that noises with speech-

features (e.g. babble and restaurant noise) cause less damage to

ch intelligibility than other fairly stationary noises. However,

an opinions indicate otherwise. Notice that bars for both human

es and objective measure scores follow similar trend in Figure 2.

ever, no such trend exists in Figure 3.

The second observation is that not all ASR statistics are directly

vant to intelligibiliy. While ASRacc, ASRsubst and ASRins

elate well with subjective results, ASRdel and ASR%correct

negative correlations. Several reasons might be postulated:

SRacc correlates well especially with SUBJcorrect because

are computed using essentially the same approach, i.e. total

minus all possible errors: possible errors in ASR being in-

on, deletion and substitution; in listening test being number of

ng answer and ’?’ response. (ii) The recognizer is prone to mis-

ng noise as speech when tested with speech-like noises such as

le. As a result the occurance of insertion and substitution in-

se while deletion decreases. Hence perhaps predictably ASRdel

t a useful indicator as less deletion does not imply higher intelli-

lity in this context. However, ASRsubst and ASRins are use-

s they are able to identify speech-like noises that cause greater

airment to intelligibility. The absence of insertion as a useful

cator also explains the bad correlation given by ASR%correct.

The third observation is that all three subjective indicators agree

each other which indirectly confirms the reliability of the lis-

ng tests. Certain indicators however correlate better with cer-

objective measures. The best match is perhaps SUBJdunno-

Rsubst with correlation at 0.90 due, conceivably, to the direct

espondence between the definitions of the two variables. Both

r to failure to recognize the words despite knowing the existence

e words in the test signals, as opposed to ASRdel which refers

ilure to even detect the existence of the words.

One limitation of this preliminary work is that it has been de-

ed for fixed-length test signals. As a result insertion and word

racy cannot be identified from the subjective tests since the hu-

subjects know how many digits are to be played. Immediate

er work is therefore to repeat the tests using signals of variable

th to further investigate any correlation between transcriptions

rated by the ASR and by human.

Overall, the results raise concerns about the poor performance of

quality measures when applied specifically to intelligibility. It is

ulated that in the region of the intelligibility threshold, the other

ity components such as loudness, naturalness and ease of listen-

are so low that the intelligibility component is totally swamped.
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subjective scores using SUBJ%correct.

The potential of ASR is thus an important finding that warrants fur-

ther investigations.

5. CONCLUSION

ASR and six different widely-reported quality measures are assessed

for their applicability in the estimation of speech intelligibility in the

context of additive background noise. Results show that WSS with

average subjective correlation at 0.56 could potentially be used in

estimating intelligibility, however most other quality measures in-

cluding the state-of-art ones such as PESQ perform comparatively

poorly. On the other hand, ASR stands out as the best measure

among the seven studied here with correlation as high as 0.90. Though

not all ASR statistics prove to be useful, it is most positive to ob-

serve that most agree with similar statistics as perceived by humans.

The potential of ASR needs to be further investigated under contexts

other than additive background noise.
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